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High resolution deformation
microstructures in ice: grain-boundary
morphology and subgrain boundaries in
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Microstructure Mapping
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X-ray Laue diffraction
picture: 
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µSM validation GB
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µSM validation sGB?
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µSM validation sGB
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µSM validation clean grain
EDML ice core @ 455.8m depth 
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µSM validation <0.5° sGB
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• Measured samples: 15
• Measured grains: 83
• Measured sGB: 235
• Shallow sublimation groove (“sGB”)
misorientation frequencies (rough figures!!)
c-axes a-axes (max. mis.)
– <0.5°: 40% 34%
– 0.5-1°: 28% 32%
– 1-2°: 17% 22%
– 2-3°: 8% 6%
– 3-4°: 5% 4%
– 4-5°: 1% 1%
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picture: Wolfgang Rack
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Microstructure Mapping
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Grain-boundary morphology
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Subgrain-boundary
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creep test @ T=-4.7°C, σ=0.21MPa, ε=1%
Interaction of grain boundary and subgrain
boundaries
creep test @ T=-4.2°C, σ=0.35MPa, ε=5.5%
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Subgrain-boundary types
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X-ray Laue diffraction
picture: 
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Basal tilt boundary






















circ: 1.5mm (#4) box: 3.5mm (#8)
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basal twist boundary
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EDML @ 1204.1m depth























Array f non-basal edge dislocations
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SUMMARY
• Subgrain boundary types promise dislocation type
classification.
• Moderate values of µstructure parameters (sGB-
densities and grain-boundary irregularities) in ice sheets
compared to creep tests show that dislocation density
decreasing processes (recovery and dynamic
recrystallization) play a very important role under low
stress conditions.
• How can µstructure parameters with depth in EDML be
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Thank you.
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FA
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creep test @ T=-4.8°C,
σ=0.52MPa, ε=8.6%
Driving Forces from Curvature
& sGB
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GSHist
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GSHist
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GSHist
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AR-GS-e-
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µSM-FA
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µSM-EP
sGBTypen-EP-µSM










•Interaction of GB and SGB
•sGB-types
•X-ray Laue method
•sGB-types
